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(Communicated b y P rof. C. J. B OU WKAMP at t h e m eeting of March 27, 1971 )
1. S N E D D ON [1, pp. 206-226] has di scussed t he slowing down of
neutrons in matter , with the help of the neutron transport equat ion which
under certain assumpti ons reduces to the basic eq uation of age theory.
H e has discussed the solutions for an infinit e as well as a finite pile in
the form of a rectangular parallelopiped for various sour ce fun ctions.
In this paper, we consider a pile in the form of a cylinder of finite height
and obtain the solut ion for various t ypes of source.
We require the following mathematical resul ts in our discussion .
From [1, p . 74, and p. 83], if I(x) sati sfies Dirichlet's condit ions in the
interval (0, c) and if for that range its finite sine transform is defined to be
(1.1) _ 0 (qnz)f(q) = ! I(z) sin c dz ,
t hen , at each point of (0, c) at which I(z) is continuous,
(1.2) I(z) = ~ I J(q)sin (qnz) ,
c q~ l c
and, if a similar type of fun ction I (x) has a finit e Hankel t ransform
defined by
(1.3)
a
/J(~t ) = f rl (r) Jo(~tr) dr,
o
where ~i is a root of t he equation
(1.4)
then
(1.5)
Jo(~a) =O,
(1.6)
where t he sum is taken over all the positive roots of equat ion (1.4).
Also, taking t he finite sine t ra nsform and finite H an kel t ransform of
\ s(r, z)=r"-2(a -ry-1 sin 1- 2'" (:z).
( . F 4 [x,{3; I', 15; (a-r) sin2 (n;) ,r sin 2(:z)]'
20 Tndagat iones
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we have
a e (qnz)8J(~i, q) = SrJO(~ir) Ss(r, z) sin - dzdr.
o 0 C
Replacing z by CZ, q by 2A+ 1, expressing the Appell function F 4 in s(r, z)
n
in series form, and interchanging the order of integration and summation,
we obtain
- (r 2A+ 1) = B(e, v) T(t-ex') Tio' +A) ! (ex)m+n ((3)m+n
SJ ~, VnT(ex')T(2-ex' +A) m.n~O m!n!(e+v)m+n
(I -ex')m+n (I-ex')m+n(e )n(a)Hv+m+n
(I-ex' - A)m+n(2 -ex' -t- A)m+n (o)n
F [Ll(2, e+ n), ~i2a2J
2 3 I,Ll(2,e-t-v-t-m-t-n), - -4-
with the help of [2, p. 193, (56)] and [3, p. 15 (4)], A being a positive
integer.
Further, expressing 2F3 in series form, and using [3, p. 9 (10)], we
obtain, on simplification, the formula required:
- (I: 2A 1)= B(e, v) T(I-ex') T(ex'+A) ae+v .
SJ <;i, + T(ex') T(2 -ex' -t- A)Vn
00 (e)28 (- ~i24a2)8 I
.L F4,1 [a ex,(3,I-ex',I-ex':----; e+ 2sJ
• '=0 (s!)2(e+V)28 3.1 a e-t-v-t-2s,I-ex'-A,2-ex'-A:-;0 '
provided Re (v)> 0, Re (e)> 0, Re (ex') < 1.
2. The equation governing the slowing down density x(r, cp, z, 8) of
neutrons in cylindrical polar coordinates is [1, p. 221, (63)]
(2.1)
(2.2)
where T(r, cp, z, 8) is the known source of neutrons in the material and
8 is the symbolic age [1, p. 214, (35)]. Assuming symmetry about the
axis of the cylinder, we have
bX b2X 1 bX b2X
be = br2 -t- rbr -t- bz2 + T(r, z, 8),
where X - x(r, z, 8).
Consider the case of a finite cylinder of radius a and bounded by the
planes z = °and z = c. We assume boundary conditions such that the
slowing down density vanishes on the boundary of the cylinder, i.e.,
x(a, z, 8) = x(r, 0, 8) = x(r, c, 8) = 0, and suppose the source function to be
T(r, z, 8) = s(r, z)0(8), where 0(8) is the Dirac delta function.
Multiplying (2.2) throughout by sin (q;z) , integrating with respect to
(2.3)
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z from z = 0 to z = c and using the boundary conditions, we have
() X ()2X 1 ()X q2 n2 _ _
()() = ()r2 +;: ()r - C2 X+ t5(O) s (r, q),
where X- x(r, q, 0).
Again multiplying (2.3) throughout by rJo(~tr), integrating with respect
to r from 0 to a, employing the formulae [1, p. 87, (62)] and (1.3), we
obtain
dXJ (q2 n2 ) _ _(Iff + C2 + ~t2 XJ = t5(O) SJ(~i , q),
where XJ = XJ(~i, q, 0).
The solution of this ordinary differential equation is
which, with the help of the inversion formulae (1.2) and (1.4), reduces to
(2.4)
Special cases: (i) If the source function s(r, z) is of the form
s(r)g(z), where s(r) and g(z) are functions of rand z, respectively, then
(2.4) reduces to
(2.5)
(ii) If the source of neutrons is a point source at (r', z') i.e., s(r, z) =
=sot5(r-r')t5(z-z'), then, making use of the formula [1, p. 331, (77 f)],
we have
and (2.4) becomes
4 sor' 00 • (qnz) . (qnz')x(r, z, 0)= -2- .2 sin - sm -
a C q=l C C
Jo(~tr) , [
.t [JI(a~i)]2 JO(~ir) exp
(iii) In (2.4), substituting s(r, z) and 8J(~i, q) from (1.6) and (1.7), we
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have on simplification
( e)= B(e,v)T(i~a')4aH'-2~ T(a'+A)Xr,z, T(a')Vn 2-=oT(2-a'+A)
(ehs [_ ~i2a2]S
. [')A I nz] I JO(r~i) I 4
. sm (~+ )C i [JI(a~i)]2 8-0 (8!)2(e+ V)2s
[ { (2A+ I )2n 2 i:2}e] F41[ala,fJ,i-
a',I-a':----;e+ 28]
. exp - + \;i • 3'1 ",
c2 . a e +1,+28, I-a -A,2-ex -A:-;b
provided Re (v)> 0, Re (e)> 0 and Re (a') < 1.
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